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Unlike traditional switching techniques, the 
NeuroNode offers a number of algorithms and 
techniques that allow it to differentiate 
intentional from unintentional switch activations 
for use with AAC devices and Apps.  

Control Bionics offers a suite of dedicated speech 
generating devices and accessories to give people living 
with complex communication and physical needs their 
voice. Our product range is more intuitive and flexible 
than ever; see all our offerings at ControlBionics.com, or 
call 855-831-7521 to speak with a local representative.
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The first novel NeuroNode method for differenti-
ating activation from rest (and volitional move-
ment from non-volitional) is the addition of a 
second switching line in addition to Signal On. 
This setting, Signal Off, is the level of activity 
(EMG or Spatial) that must be returned to before 
the NeuroNode will allow another switch.

The addition of this line gives the user a sophisti-
cated method for disallowing any activations due 
to fasciculation or high tone that would be 
counted as switches by other, less adaptable,
systems.

Switching is faster because “worst case” filtering 
with something like “ignore switch repeats” can 
be replaced with a filtering method that matches 
the switching “signature” of the user.

The methods of EMG switching

Differentiation

Traditional switching techniques rely on a user to 
initiate the same movement repeatedly
to activate a sensor. Whether the user has a push 
button, proximity switch, or other means of 
activation, this motion can become tiring and in 
conflict with other activities of daily living. The 
easily wearable NeuroNode, on the other hand, 
hosts a sophisticated sensor system that allows 
switching from multiple postural positions with a 
minimum effort from the user.

This article introduces Dynamic Scaling and Long 
Press as switching methods to improve the user’s 
selection and activation ability for speech gener-
ation and computer control.

THe Methods of 
EMG Switching
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Dynamic Scaling is a modality that works 
along with Signal On and Signal Off by 
constantly adjusting these thresholds 
based on the user’s performance. 

This means that, unlike traditional 
switching products that have a fixed 
threshold for Switch/No-Switch, the 
NeuroNode will adjust to the user’s 
resting level over time to ensure that the 
same level of switching effort is 
maintained through the entire session.   

This feature customizes the Signal On and 
Off thresholds so that the user doesn’t 
have to manually change any settings 
during a session. This makes it easier for 
the user to get consistent activations with 
less effort.

Dynamic Scaling

In addition to amplitude-only switching, 
NeuroNode Long Press can be used for 
Duration-based Switching. In some user 
cases it may be easier to concentrate on 
holding a switch for a duration rather than 
switching on an amplitude set above the 
level of noise and involuntary 
contractions. 

This offers significant advantages for users 
who can hold a contraction, albeit a very 
weak one. Users with tremors, for 
example, can benefit from this 
NeuroNode-only switching technique. 

All of these switching techniques are 
made more valuable and implementable 
by the neuromuscular retraining aspect of 
the NeuroNode Graph. Users see, in real 
time, they have “found” their activation 
site. 

Long press

With practice (operant conditioning) the user learns to shape the signal—and hence the switch—to create a 
switch honed to their ability.  


